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INPUT LOCATION CORRECTION TABLES FOR INPUT PANELS

BACKGROUND

[0001] Over time, the ways in which users can interact with computers have expanded.

Where users were once limited to using keyboards to interact with computers, users can now

interact with computers using different input mechanisms such as touch screens, track pads,

and so forth. While these different input mechanisms are helpful to users, they are not

without their problems. Once such problem is that some input mechanisms are adversely

affected by interference in different situations. This interference can result in the location

sensed using the input mechanism being different than the location intended to be input by

the user, which can lead to a frustrating user experience.

SUMMARY

[0002] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form

that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended

to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended

to be used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

[0003] In accordance with one or more aspects, a system includes a coarse correction table

and a partial fine correction table. The coarse correction table stores mappings of sensed

locations of an input panel to intermediate corrected locations that compensate for

interference introduced into the input panel. The partial fine correction table stores

mappings of particular intermediate corrected locations to corrected locations, the particular

intermediate corrected locations being a subset of the intermediate corrected locations that

have an accuracy that fails to satisfy a threshold coordinate accuracy. The system also

includes a compensation control module that is configured to apply, to a sensed location of

the input panel, the mappings of the coarse correction table and the mappings of the partial

fine correction table to generate a corrected location that compensates for interference

introduced to the input panel.

[0004] In accordance with one or more aspects, a current environment of an input panel is

identified and a regional correction table corresponding to the current environment of the

input panel is obtained. The regional correction table identifies changes to make to one or

more baseline tables. The one or more baseline tables store mappings to generate, based on

a sensed location of the input panel, a corrected location that compensates for interference



introduced into the input panel. The one or more baseline tables are updated in accordance

with the changes identified in the regional correction table.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] The same numbers are used throughout the drawings to reference like features.

[0006] Fig. 1 illustrates an example computing device implementing the input location

correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0007] Fig. 2 illustrates another example computing device implementing the input location

correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0008] Fig. 3 illustrates an example coordinate compensation system in accordance with

one or more embodiments.

[0009] Fig. 4 illustrates an example input panel into which interference is introduced in

accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0010] Fig. 5 illustrates an example coordinate compensation system in accordance with

one or more embodiments.

[0011] Fig. 6 illustrates an example input panel identifying areas of the input panel for

which mappings are included in a partial fine correction table in accordance with one or

more embodiments.

[0012] Fig. 7 illustrates an example coordinate compensation system in accordance with

one or more embodiments.

[0013] Fig. 8 illustrates an example input panel identifying areas of the input panel for

which mappings are included in a regional correction table in accordance with one or more

embodiments.

[0014] Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for a device implementing input

location correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0015] Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating another example process for a device implementing

input location correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more

embodiments.

[0016] Fig. 11 illustrates an example system generally that includes an example computing

device that is representative of one or more computing systems and/or devices that may

implement the various techniques described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] Input location correction tables for input panels are discussed herein. Input panels

can detect user inputs in different manners, such as by detecting the touch or position of a

user's finger, by sensing the location of a stylus, and so forth. Interference can be introduced



into an input panel by various different devices attached to the input panel (or attached to a

computing device including the input panel) and/or various different devices in close

proximity to the input panel. One or more input location correction tables are used to

compensate for this interference and generate a corrected location based on a sensed location

of the input panel. The one or more input location correction tables can include coarse and

partial fine correction tables, the partial fine correction table storing mappings of

intermediate locations mapped to by the coarse correction table that have an accuracy that

fails to satisfy a threshold coordinate accuracy. Different environments (e.g., the presence

or absence of a magnetically attached keyboard) in which the input panel can be situated

can result in different interference being introduced, and the one or more input location

correction tables can be updated based on a current environment to compensate for the

interference introduced in the current environment.

[0018] Fig. 1 illustrates an example computing device 100 implementing the input location

correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more embodiments. Computing

device 100 can be configured for mobile use, such as a mobile phone, a tablet computer, a

laptop or netbook computer, a game console, an automotive computer, and so on. However,

the techniques discussed herein are also applicable to multiple types of devices other than

those for mobile use, and can be used with any of a variety of different devices that use an

input sensor. For example, computing device 100 can be a desktop computer, a point of sale

kiosk, an interactive display or monitor (e.g., in a hospital, airport, mall, etc.), a server

computer, a game console, and so forth. Computing device 100 can range from full resource

devices with substantial memory and processor resources to low-resource devices with

limited memory and/or processing resources. Computing device 100 can also relate to

software that causes computing device 100 to perform one or more operations.

[0019] Computing device 100 is illustrated as including an input/output module 102 that

includes a coordinate compensation system 104. Input/output module 102 is representative

of functionality relating to processing of inputs and rendering outputs of computing device

100. A variety of different inputs may be processed by input/output module 102, such as

inputs relating to functions that correspond to keys of an input device coupled to computing

device 100 or keys of a virtual keyboard displayed by a display device 110 included as part

of computing device 100, inputs that are gestures recognized through touchscreen

functionality of display device 110 and that cause operations to be performed that

correspond to the gestures, and so forth.



[0020] Display device 110 includes an input panel that senses user inputs. This input panel

can take various forms, such as a touchscreen implemented using various different

technologies as discussed in more detail below. Display device 110 is thus also referred to

as an interactive display device due to the ability of the display device to receive user inputs.

Interference can be introduced into the input panel by various different devices attached to

computing device 100 and/or in close proximity to computing device 100. Coordinate

compensation system 104 leverages the various techniques discussed herein to compensate

for this interference, resulting in the locations of user inputs (e.g., touches or gestures along

particular locations of the input panel) being accurately identified despite this interference.

[0021] Fig. 2 illustrates another example computing device 200 implementing the input

location correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more embodiments.

Computing device 200 is physically and communicatively coupled to an input device 202

via a flexible hinge 204. Computing device 200 may be configured in a variety of ways,

analogous to computing device 100 of Fig 1. Computing device 200 may also relate to

software that causes computing device 200 to perform one or more operations.

[0022] Computing device 200 is illustrated as including an input/output module 206 that

includes a coordinate compensation system 208, and also a display device 210. Display

device 210 is an interactive display device, analogous to display device 110 of Fig. 1.

Input/output module 206 is representative of functionality relating to processing of inputs

and rendering outputs of computing device 200, analogous to input/output module 102 of

Fig. 1. Coordinate compensation system 208 leverages the various techniques discussed

herein to compensate for interference, analogous to coordinate compensation system 104 of

Fig. 1. However, given the presence of input device 202, the interference introduced into

the input panel included in display device 210 can be (and typically is) different than the

interference introduced into the input panel included in display device 110 of Fig. 1.

[0023] In the illustrated example, input device 202 is configured as a keyboard having a

QWERTY arrangement of keys although other arrangements of keys are also contemplated.

Further, other non-conventional configurations are also contemplated, such as a game

controller, configuration to mimic a musical instrument, and so forth. Thus, input device

202 and keys included as part of input device 202 can assume a variety of different

configurations to support a variety of different functionality. Each of these different

configurations can introduce different interference into the input panel included in display

device 210, and thus can each be viewed as a different environment for the input panel as

discussed in more detail below.



[0024] Input device 202 is physically and communicatively coupled to computing device

200 in this example through use of a flexible hinge 204. Flexible hinge 204 is flexible in

that rotational movement supported by the hinge is achieved through flexing (e.g., bending)

of the material forming the hinge as opposed to mechanical rotation as supported by a pin,

although that embodiment is also contemplated. Further, this flexible rotation may be

configured to support movement in one direction (e.g., vertically in the figure) yet restrict

movement in other directions, such as lateral movement of input device 202 in relation to

computing device 200. This may be used to support consistent alignment of input device

202 in relation to computing device 200, such as to align sensors used to change power

states, application states, and so on.

[0025] Flexible hinge 204 can be configured in a variety of ways, such as being formed

using one or more layers of fabric and including conductors formed as flexible traces to

communicatively couple input device 202 to computing device 200 and vice versa. This

communication, for instance, can be used to communicate a result of a key press to

computing device 200, receive power from computing device 200, perform authentication,

provide supplemental power to computing device 200, and so on.

[0026] Flexible hinge 204 can be configured to support movement of input device 202 in

relation to computing device 200 that is similar to a hinge of a book. For example, rotational

movement can be supported by flexible hinge 204 such that input device 200 can be placed

against display device 210 of computing device 200 and thereby act as a cover. Input device

202 can also be rotated so as to be disposed against a back of computing device 200, e.g.,

against a rear housing of computing device 200 that is disposed opposite display device 210

on computing device 200.

[0027] Computing device 200 can be coupled to input device 202 in various different

manners. In one or more embodiments, input device 202 includes one or more magnetic

coupling devices configured to magnetically couple to complementary magnetic coupling

devices of computing device 200 through use of one or more magnets. In this way, input

device 202 can be physically secured to computing device 200 through use of magnetic

attraction. Mechanical coupling protrusions can be configured on input device 202 to extend

away from a surface of input device 202, and to be received within complimentary cavities

of computing device 200 to promote a mechanical biding between the devices 200 and 202.

[0028] It should be noted that although input panels are discussed with reference to Figs. 1

and 2 as being included in an interactive display device of a computing device, other

embodiments are contemplated. For example, an input panel that senses user inputs can be



included as part of an interactive display device that is coupled to (rather than included as

part of) a computing device. By way of another example, an input panel that senses user

inputs can be implemented separately from a display device. Thus, the input panel and the

display device can be two separate devices or components and the input panel need not

provide any display (e.g., the input panel can be a drawing board without display but that

uses touch, pen, or other input technology).

[0029] Fig. 3 illustrates an example coordinate compensation system 300 in accordance

with one or more embodiments. Coordinate compensation system 300 can be, for example,

a coordinate compensation system 104 of Fig. 1 or coordinate compensation system 208 of

Fig. 2 . Coordinate compensation system 300 includes a compensation control module 302,

a correction table memory 304, an environment detection module 306, and a regional

correction table store 308. Compensation control module 302 applies one or more sets of

mappings in correction table memory 304 to sensed locations of an input panel 310

associated with system 300 to compensate or correct for interference introduced into input

panel 310. Input panel 310 can be a display device 110 of Fig. 1, a display device 210 of

Fig. 2, an input panel separate from a display device, and so forth. Environment detection

module 306 detects a current environment of input panel 310 (also referred to as a current

environment of a device including input panel 310), allowing an appropriate one or more

sets of mappings stored in regional correction table store 308 to be used as the mappings in

correction table memory 304. Although particular functionality is discussed herein with

reference to particular modules, it should be noted that the functionality of individual

modules discussed herein can be separated into multiple modules, and/or at least some

functionality of multiple modules can be combined into a single module.

[0030] Coordinate compensation system 300 compensates or corrects for interference

introduced into input panel 310 by various different devices. The interference introduced

into input panel 310 can cause a location of a user input sensed by input panel 310 to be

different than the location actually desired to be input by a user. For example, assume input

panel 310 senses inputs in a 2-dimensional grid and identifies locations of inputs using an

x,y coordinate system. Situations can arise in which the user touches input panel 310 at a

location that the user intends to be at 2,3 in the coordinate system, but that is sensed as 5,7

in the coordinate system due to interference. The compensation or correction provided by

coordinate compensation system 300 refers to modifying the location sensed by input panel

310 so that the location desired to be input by the user is reported rather than the sensed

location (e.g., in the previous location the location 2,3 is reported rather than 5,7).



[0031] Input panel 310 can take various forms. Input panel 310 can be, for example, part of

interactive display device 110 of Fig. 1 and/or interactive display device 210 of Fig. 2 . In

one or more embodiments, input panel 310 is referred to as a digitizer and user inputs are

provided to input panel 310 via a stylus using electro-magnetic resonance technology.

Alternatively, input panel 310 can be implemented using various other input sensing

technologies. These input sensing technologies can include capacitive, resistive, and/or

electromagnetic based systems that sense touch and/or stylus. These input sensing

technologies can also include optical based systems that sense reflection or disruption of

light from objects touching (or close to) the surface of the display device, such as Sensor in

Pixel (SIP) systems, Infrared systems, optical imaging systems, and so forth. Other types of

input sensing technologies can also be used, such as surface acoustic wave systems, acoustic

pulse recognition systems, dispersive signal systems, and so forth.

[0032] Interference can be introduced into input panel 310 by various different devices

attached to (e.g., physically connected to) input panel 310, by various different devices

attached to (e.g., physically connected to) a device that includes input panel 310 (e.g.,

various different devices or components attached to display device 110 of Fig. 1 or display

device 210 of Fig. 2), by various different devices in close proximity to (e.g., within a

threshold distance of) input panel 310, by various different devices in close proximity to

(e.g., with in a threshold distance of) a device that includes input panel 310 (e.g., various

different devices or components attached to display device 110 of Fig. 1 or display device

210 of Fig. 2), and so forth. The interference can affect different parts of input panel 310

differently, depending on the nature of the interference as well as the location of the device

introducing the interference. Whether a device introduces interference to input panel 310

can also vary based on whether the device is enabled or powered on. For example, a device

may not introduce interference to input panel 310 if not enabled and/or not powered on even

though the device may be attached to and/or in close proximity to input panel 310.

[0033] Various different devices can be attached to the input panel 310 or a device that

includes input panel 310, introducing interference into input panel 310. For example, a

device (e.g., a keyboard or other controller) can be magnetically attached to the device

including input panel 310 . By way of another example, devices can be attached to the device

including input panel 310 using a universal serial bus (USB) connection, IEEE 1394

connection, and so forth.

[0034] Various different devices can also be in close proximity to input panel 310 or a

device that includes input panel 310, introducing interference into input panel 310. For



example, an additional display device (e.g., television, interactive display device of another

computing device, etc.) can be in close proximity to (e.g., within a threshold distance, such

as 2 centimeters (cm) of) the input panel 310. By way of another example, a communication

device, an output device, an input device, and so forth can be in close proximity to (e.g.,

within a threshold distance, such as 5 cm of) input panel 310.

[0035] Fig. 4 illustrates an example input panel 400 into which interference is introduced in

accordance with one or more embodiments. A device introduces interference to input panel

400 at areas 402 and 404, illustrated by cross-hatching in Fig. 4 . Portions of input panel 400

not included in areas 402 and 404 are not interfered with (or are interfered with but the

interference is small enough that compensation or correction for the interference need not

be performed). Different locations in areas 402 and 404 can be affected by different

amounts, and compensated for differently by compensation control module 302 as discussed

in more detail below. It should be noted that although areas 402 and 404 are illustrated as

approximately rectangular areas, the areas affected can have any of a variety of standard

geometric shapes (e.g., circles, ovals, triangles, and so forth) and/or other geometric shapes

(e.g., freeform shapes).

[0036] Returning to Fig. 3, input panel 310 can be situated in different environments at

different times. These different environments refer to, for example, the device that includes

input panel 310 as well as one or more additional devices that are attached to input panel

310 (or attached to the device that includes input panel 310), one or more additional devices

that are in close physical proximity to input panel 310 (or to the device that includes input

panel 310), whether these additional devices are enabled or powered on, and so forth.

[0037] Environment detection module 306 detects the current environment of input panel

310 and provides an indication of the current environment to compensation control module

302. Compensation control module 302 can optionally select one or more regional

correction tables from regional correction table store 308 based on the current environment

of input panel 310 and include the selected one or more regional correction tables in

correction table memory 304, as discussed in more detail below.

[0038] Environment detection module 306 can detect the current environment of the input

panel in various different manners. In one or more embodiments, environment detection

module 306 registers with an event or other monitoring system of the computing device

including input panel 310, and the event system notifies module 306 each time a device is

attached to or removed from that computing device, each time a device moves to within or

outside of a threshold distance of that computing device, each time such a device is enabled



or disabled (or powered on or off), and so forth. Alternatively, environment detection

module 306 can detect the current environment of input panel 310 in other manners. For

example, environment detection module 306 can poll an operating system registry or other

registration store, database, or record to identify when a device is attached to or removed

from a computing device including input panel 310, each time a device moves to within or

outside of a threshold distance of a computing device including input panel 310, each time

such a device is enabled or disabled (or powered on or off), and so forth.

[0039] Correction table memory 304 stores one or more sets of input panel location

mappings. Each set of input panel location mappings maps each of multiple locations of

input panel 310 to another location. Each set of input panel location mappings is discussed

herein with reference to a table mapping particular input panel locations to other input panel

locations. Alternatively, one or more sets of input panel location mappings can be

implemented in other manners, such as using various rules or formulas that are applied to

map particular input panel locations to other input panel locations.

[0040] In one or more embodiments, correction table memory 304 stores a coarse correction

table and a fine correction table. The coarse correction table includes mappings that correct

for particular types of interference (e.g., magnetic and metal interference) across all or

substantially all of the input panel. The fine correction table corrects for coordinate shift

introduced by interference or other discrepancies (e.g., manufacturing or design

discrepancies or differences). The coarse correction table is typically (but need not be) a

coarser granularity than the fine correction table, providing mappings for broader areas of

input panel 310 than the fine correction table.

[0041] The coarse and fine correction tables can be generated using any of a variety of

different public and/or proprietary techniques. In one or more embodiments, one or more

processes are used to analyze input panel 310 and identify the interference and/or coordinate

shift experienced at each of multiple locations of input panel 310 for a particular

environment. This analysis is typically performed under controlled conditions, such as in a

lab or test facility, allowing the interference and/or coordinate shift for the particular

environment to be readily identified.

[0042] Compensation control module 302 applies the one or more sets of input panel

location mappings in correction table memory 304 to sensed input locations of input panel

310 to generate corrected input locations. These corrected input locations compensate or

correct for interference introduced into input panel 310. The one or more sets of input panel

location mappings in correction table memory 304 can optionally vary over time, being



changed by compensation control module 302 based on the environment in which the device

including system 300 is situated at any given time, as discussed in more detail below.

[0043] Fig. 5 illustrates an example coordinate compensation system 500 in accordance

with one or more embodiments. Coordinate compensation system 500 can be, for example,

a coordinate compensation system 104 of Fig. 1, a coordinate compensation system 208 of

Fig. 2, and/or a coordinate compensation system 300 of Fig. 3 . Coordinate compensation

system 500 includes a compensation control module 502, a coarse correction table 504, and

a partial fine correction table 506. Compensation control module 502 can be, for example,

a compensation control module 302 of Fig. 3 . Tables 504 and 506 can each be a set of

mappings included in a correction table memory 304 of Fig. 3 . Coordinate compensation

system 500 is associated with an input panel 520. Although particular functionality is

discussed herein with reference to particular modules, it should be noted that the

functionality of individual modules discussed herein can be separated into multiple modules,

and/or at least some functionality of multiple modules can be combined into a single

module.

[0044] Coordinate compensation system 500 obtains a sensed location 510, which is a

location of a user input sensed by input panel 520. System 500 can obtain sensed location

510 in various manners, such as by another component or module passing sensed location

510 to system 500, by another component or module invoking an interface of system 500 to

provide sensed location 510, by accessing a known memory location where sensed location

510 is stored, and so forth.

[0045] Compensation control module 502 applies the mappings of coarse correction table

504 to generate an intermediate corrected location for sensed location 510. Coarse

correction table 504 includes mappings that correct for particular types of interference (e.g.,

magnetic and metal interference) across all or substantially all of the input panel 520 as

discussed above.

[0046] The mappings of coarse correction table 504 result in intermediate corrected

locations having a particular accuracy. The accuracy of an intermediate corrected location

refers to how closely the intermediate corrected location that a sensed location is mapped to

is to the location actually desired to be input. Each mapping of a sensed location to an

intermediate corrected location in table 504 can have a different accuracy because

interference introduced to input panel 520 can affect different portions of input panel 520

differently. The accuracy of each intermediate corrected location can be determined using

any of a variety of different public and/or proprietary techniques, and is typically determined



as part of the process of analyzing input panel 520 and identifying the interference and/or

coordinate shift experienced at each of multiple locations of input panel 520 for a particular

environment as discussed above.

[0047] Areas of input panel 520 for which the mappings of coarse correction table 504 result

in intermediate corrected locations having an accuracy that fails to satisfy a threshold

coordinate accuracy (e.g., having an accuracy that is greater than a threshold coordinate

accuracy or having an accuracy that is greater than or equal to a threshold coordinate

accuracy) have additional mappings included in partial fine correction table 506. Areas of

input panel 520 for which the mappings of coarse correction table 504 result in intermediate

corrected locations having an accuracy that satisfies the threshold coordinate accuracy (e.g.,

having an accuracy that is less than a threshold coordinate accuracy or having an accuracy

that is less than or equal to a threshold coordinate accuracy) need not, and typically do not,

have additional mappings included in partial fine correction table 506. This threshold

coordinate accuracy can have different values based on the type of input panel and desired

accuracy for the input panel. For example, the threshold coordinate accuracy can be 0.5

millimeters, 1.0 millimeters, and so forth. Thus, partial fine correction table 506 stores

mappings for a subset of the intermediate corrected locations resulting from applying coarse

correction table 504.

[0048] The areas of the input panel for which mappings are included in partial fine

correction table 506 can be identified during generation of table 504 and/or table 506. For

ease of generation and use of partial fine correction table 506, some mappings can be

included in table 506 for intermediate corrected locations having an accuracy that satisfies

the threshold coordinate accuracy.

[0049] Fig. 6 illustrates an example input panel 600 identifying areas of the input panel for

which mappings are included in a partial fine correction table in accordance with one or

more embodiments. Areas 602 of input panel 600 for which mappings are included in a

partial fine correction table are illustrated by cross-hatching in Fig. 6 . Portions of input panel

600 not included in areas 602 are not included in a partial fine correction table. The portions

of input panel 600 included in areas 602 refer to portions of input panel 600 for which

intermediate locations resulting from the mappings of the coarse correction table (e.g., table

504 of Fig. 5) do not satisfy the threshold coordinate accuracy. It should be noted that

although areas 602 are illustrated as including multiple approximately rectangular shapes,

the areas 602 included in a partial fine correction table can have any of a variety of standard



geometric shapes (e.g., circles, ovals, triangles, and so forth) and/or other geometric shapes

(e.g., freeform shapes).

[0050] Returning to Fig. 5, partial fine correction table 506 includes mappings for less than

the entire input panel 520 and typically substantially less than (e.g., oftentimes less than

one-half of) the entire input panel 520. Thus, by including mappings for less than the entire

input panel 520, the memory used to store table 506 is less than the memory that would be

used to include mappings for the entire input panel 520. Although the memory usage is

reduced by using partial fine correction table 506, the accuracy of the compensation

performed by coordinate compensation system 500 is not reduced because the areas for

which mappings are not included in table 506 have a sufficient accuracy as a result of coarse

correction table 504.

[0051] If a mapping for an intermediate location is included in partial fine correction table

506, then compensation control module 502 applies the mapping of table 506 to generate

corrected location 512 for sensed location 510. However, if a mapping for an intermediate

location is not included in partial fine correction table 506, then compensation control

module 502 uses the intermediate location obtained from coarse correction table 504 as the

corrected location 512 for sensed location 510.

[0052] Compensation control module 502 can determine the intermediate locations for

which partial fine correction table 506 includes mappings in various manners. In one or

more embodiments, module 502 performs a lookup or other access for the intermediate

location in table 506. If the intermediate location is included in table 506 then there is a

corrected location mapped to for the intermediate location that is retrieved by module 502

and used as corrected location 512. However, if the intermediate location is not included in

table 506 then there is no corrected location mapped to for the intermediate location, and

the intermediate location is used by module 502 as corrected location 512.

[0053] Alternatively, compensation control module 502 can identify in other manners

whether a mapping for an intermediate location is included in partial fine correction table

506. For example, module 502 can be pre-configured with an indication of which areas or

groups of intermediate locations are included in table 506, module 502 can access another

module or device to determine which areas or groups of intermediate locations are included

in table 506, and so forth. In such situations, module 502 can readily know if a mapping for

an intermediate location is included in table 506. If a mapping for an intermediate location

is included in table 506 then table 506 is accessed to obtain the mapped to location that is

corrected location 512. If a mapping for an intermediate location is not included in table 506



then table 506 need not be accessed and the intermediate location is used as corrected

location 512.

[0054] In the illustrated example of Fig. 5, a coarse correction table and a partial fine

correction table are discussed. Alternatively, any number of correction tables can be

included in system 500. For example, three or more tables can be included, such as a coarse

correction table, a partial fine correction table, and a partial final correction table. The coarse

correction table includes mappings for all or substantially all of input panel 520, the partial

fine correction table includes mappings for areas of input panel 520 for which the mappings

of the coarse correction table result in corrected locations having an accuracy that fails to

satisfy a first threshold coordinate accuracy, and the partial final correction table includes

mappings for areas of input panel 520 for which the mappings of the partial fine correction

table result in corrected locations having an accuracy that fails to satisfy a second threshold

coordinate accuracy (e.g., which may be less than the first threshold coordinate accuracy).

Any number of additional correction tables can also be used, each additional correction table

including mappings for areas of input panel 520 for which the mappings of one or more

other tables (e.g., the previously applied table) fails to satisfy a particular threshold

coordinate accuracy.

[0055] Coordinate compensation system 500 is discussed with reference to compensation

control module 502 applying the mapping of table 506 for an intermediate location if a

mapping for the intermediate location is stored in partial fine correction table 506.

Alternatively, coarse correction table 504 and partial fine correction table 506 can be

combined into a single correction table, with the mappings of partial fine correction table

506 replacing the intermediate locations in coarse correction table 504 as appropriate (e.g.,

if a mapping for an intermediate location is stored in partial fine correction table 506, that

mapping replaces the intermediate location).

[0056] Fig. 7 illustrates an example coordinate compensation system 700 in accordance

with one or more embodiments. Coordinate compensation system 700 can be, for example,

a coordinate compensation system 104 of Fig. 1, a coordinate compensation system 208 of

Fig. 2, a coordinate compensation system 300 of Fig. 3 and/or a coordinate compensation

system 500 of Fig. 5 . Coordinate compensation system 700 includes a compensation control

module 702, a coarse correction table 704, and a fine correction table 706. Compensation

control module 702 can be, for example, a compensation control module 302 of Fig. 3 .

Tables 704 and 706 can each be a set of mappings included in a correction table memory

304 of Fig. 3 . Coordinate compensation system 700 is associated with an input panel 730.



Although particular functionality is discussed herein with reference to particular modules,

it should be noted that the functionality of individual modules discussed herein can be

separated into multiple modules, and/or at least some functionality of multiple modules can

be combined into a single module.

[0057] Fine correction table 706 can be a partial fine correction table, such as a partial fine

correction table 506 of Fig. 5, that includes mappings for areas of input panel 730 for which

the mappings of coarse correction table 704 result in intermediate corrected locations having

an accuracy that fails to satisfy a threshold coordinate accuracy as discussed above.

Alternatively, fine correction table 706 can include mappings for all or substantially all of

the areas of input panel 730 regardless of the accuracy of the intermediate corrected

locations provided by coarse correction table 704.

[0058] Coordinate compensation system 700 also includes an environment detection

module 708 and one or more regional correction tables 710. Environment detection module

708 can be, for example, an environment detection module 306 of Fig. 3 . Regional

correction tables 710 can be maintained, for example, in a regional correction table store

308 of Fig. 3 .

[0059] Input panel 730 can be situated in various different environments, and the current

environment at any given time can be identified by environment detection module 708 as

discussed above. Different environments have different corresponding correction tables that

are maintained as regional correction tables 710. Each different environment can correspond

to a different regional correction table 710, or multiple environments can correspond to the

same regional correction table 710.

[0060] The coarse and fine correction tables 704, 706 corresponding to a particular

environment are identified as a baseline or baseline tables. This particular environment can

be any environment in which input panel 730 can be situated, such as an environment in

which input panel 730 is included in an interactive display device of a computing device

with no devices attached to and/or in close proximity to the computing device. Each regional

correction table 710 identifies changes to make to the baseline tables in order to account for

differences in interference introduced in the environment corresponding to the table 710.

For example, the regional correction table 710 for an environment in which a keyboard is

attached to the computing device including the interactive display device and input panel

730 can identify different mappings, relative to the baseline, to use for particular areas of

input panel 730 due to the interference introduced to input panel 730 by the keyboard.



[0061] A regional correction table 710 can identify changes to make to the baseline in a

variety of different manners. For example, a regional correction table 710 can identify one

or more mappings that are to replace the mappings included in a baseline table. By way of

another example, a regional correction table 710 can identify changes to make to a mapping

included in a baseline table (e.g., an amount to increase or decrease an x dimension of an

x,y coordinate, an amount to increase or decrease a y dimension of an x,y coordinate, etc.).

[0062] Regional correction tables 710 can be generated by generating coarse and fine

correction tables for different environments using any of a variety of different public and/or

proprietary techniques, analogous to the coarse and fine correction tables discussed above.

For example, one or more processes are used to analyze the input and identify the

interference and/or coordinate shift experienced at each of multiple locations of input panel

730 for each of multiple different environments (e.g., identify the interference and/or

coordinate shift experienced at each of multiple locations of input panel 730 for an

interactive display device alone, identify the interference and/or coordinate shift

experienced at each of multiple locations of input panel 730 for an interactive display device

with a keyboard attached, identify the interference and/or coordinate shift experienced at

each of multiple locations of input panel 730 for an interactive display device with a USB

flash drive or power supply unit inserted, etc.).

[0063] Given the coarse and fine correction tables for a particular environment, a regional

correction table corresponding to that particular environment can readily be determined

based on the baseline tables as well as the coarse and fine correction tables for the particular

environment. In one or more embodiments, for each location of input panel 730 mapped in

a baseline table, a check is made as to whether that location maps to the same location in

both the baseline tables and the tables for the particular environment. If both the baseline

tables and the tables for the particular environment map to the same location, then the

mapping need not be included in the regional correction table; however, if the baseline tables

and the tables for the particular environment map to different locations then the mapping

included in the tables for the particular environment (e.g., the mappings in both the coarse

and fine correction tables for the particular environment) is included in the regional

correction table.

[0064] Alternatively, the regional correction table can be generated in other manners. In one

or more embodiments, the accuracy of the baseline in a different environment is determined.

For example, the baseline can correspond to an environment in which no devices are

attached to and/or in close proximity to the device including an interactive display device,



and the accuracy of the baseline can be determined for a new environment in which a

keyboard is attached to the device including the interactive display device. For areas of each

table in the baseline having an accuracy that fails to satisfy a threshold coordinate accuracy

(e.g., having an accuracy that is greater than a threshold coordinate accuracy or having an

accuracy that is greater than or equal to a threshold coordinate accuracy) for the new

environment, new mappings for the locations in those areas are identified and included in a

regional correction table corresponding to the new environment. These new mappings can

be generated by generating coarse and fine correction tables for the new environment using

any of a variety of different public and/or proprietary techniques, analogous to generating

the coarse and fine correction tables discussed above.

[0065] Fig. 8 illustrates an example input panel 800 identifying areas of the input panel for

which mappings are included in a regional correction table in accordance with one or more

embodiments. Areas 802 and 804 of input panel 800 for which mappings are included in a

regional correction table are illustrated by cross-hatching in Fig. 8. Portions of input panel

800 not included in areas 802 and 804 are not included in the regional correction table. The

portions of input panel 800 included in areas 802 and 804 refer to portions of input panel

800 for which the accuracy of mappings for the baseline do not satisfy the threshold

coordinate accuracy for the environment corresponding to the regional correction table. It

should be noted that although areas 802 and 804 are illustrated as approximately rectangular

areas, the areas 802 and 804 included in a regional correction table can have any of a variety

of standard geometric shapes (e.g., circles, ovals, triangles, and so forth) and/or other

geometric shapes (e.g., freeform shapes).

[0066] Returning to Fig. 7, compensation control module 702 receives an indication of the

current environment from environment detection module 708, and obtains the regional

correction table 710 corresponding to the current environment. The regional correction table

710 can include mappings for a coarse correction table and/or a fine correction table. Module

702 replaces the appropriate mappings in the coarse and fine correction tables 704 and 706

with the mappings in the obtained regional correction table 710.

[0067] Thus, for each different environment in which the device including input panel 730

is situated (other than the environment corresponding to the baseline), the set of mappings

in the regional correction table 710 corresponding to the environment are combined with

the set of mappings in the coarse and/or fine correction tables. The regional correction table

710 can thus be viewed as being stitched together with the coarse and/or fine correction

tables.



[0068] Coordinate compensation system 700 obtains a sensed location 720, which is a

location of a user input sensed by input panel 730. System 700 can obtain sensed location

720 in various manners, such as by another component or module passing sensed location

720 to system 700, by another component or module invoking an interface of system 700 to

provide sensed location 720, by accessing a known memory location where sensed location

720 is stored, and so forth.

[0069] After updating coarse correction table 704 and/or fine correction table 706 for a

particular environment based on the regional correction table 710 corresponding to that

particular environment, compensation control module 702 applies the mappings of coarse

correction table 704 to generate an intermediate corrected location for sensed location 720.

Coarse correction table 704 includes mappings that correct for particular types of

interference (e.g., magnetic and metal interference) across all or substantially all of input

panel 730 as discussed above.

[0070] Compensation control module 702 applies the mappings of fine correction table 706

to the intermediate corrected location to obtain the corrected location 722 for the sensed

location 720. The fine correction table corrects for coordinate shift introduced by

interference or other discrepancies (e.g., manufacturing or design discrepancies or

differences) as discussed above. Alternatively, if fine correction table 706 is a partial fine

correction table, then module 702 does not apply the mappings of table 706 to the

intermediate if a mapping for the intermediate location is not included in table 706.

[0071] It should be noted that regional correction tables 710 are maintained in a regional

correction table store, such as store 308 of Fig. 3 . The regional correction table store can be

(but need not be) separate from the correction table memory in which the coarse and fine

correction tables 704 and 706 are maintained, such as correction table memory 304 of Fig.

3 . The regional correction table store can be maintained on a different device or different

type of memory than the correction table memory. Thus, for example, expensive high-speed

memory can be used for the correction table memory, but slower less-expensive Flash

memory or magnetic disk storage can be used for the regional correction table store.

[0072] In the illustrated example of Fig. 7, a coarse correction table and a fine correction

table are discussed. Alternatively, any number of correction tables can be included in system

700. For example, three or more tables can be included, such as a coarse correction table, a

fine correction table, and a final correction table. Each table can provide a finer granularity

than one or more other tables (e.g., the previously applied table). For example, the coarse

correction table may be a coarse granularity and provide mappings for broad areas of input



panel 730, the fine correction table can be a finer granularity that provides mappings for

smaller areas of input panel 730 than the coarse correction table, and the final correction

table can be an even finer granularity that provides mappings for smaller areas of input panel

730 than either the coarse correction table or the fine correction table.

[0073] Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example process 900 for a device implementing

input location correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more

embodiments. Process 900 is carried out by a coordinate compensation system, such as

system 104 of Fig. 1, system 208 of Fig. 2, system 300 of Fig. 3, system 500 of Fig. 5, or

system 700 of Fig. 7, and can be implemented in software, firmware, hardware, or

combinations thereof. Process 900 is shown as a set of acts and is not limited to the order

shown for performing the operations of the various acts. Process 900 is an example process

for implementing input location correction tables for input panels; additional discussions of

implementing input location correction tables for input panels are included herein with

reference to different figures.

[0074] In process 900, a current environment of an input panel is identified (act 902). The

input panel can be situated in various different environments as discussed above. The current

environment of the input panel can also be referred to as the current environment of a display

device and/or computing device including the input panel.

[0075] A regional correction table corresponding to the current environment is obtained (act

904). The regional correction table identifies changes to make to one or more baseline tables

in order to account for differences in interference introduced into the input panel in the

corresponding environment, as discussed above.

[0076] The one or more baseline tables are updated in accordance with the changes in the

regional correction table (act 906). The one or more baseline tables can be updated in

different manners as discussed above, such as replacing mappings in the one or more

baseline tables with mappings in the regional correction table, modifying mappings in the

one or more baseline tables based on indications in the regional correction table, and so

forth.

[0077] The updated one or more baseline tables are used to compensate for interference

introduced into the input panel (act 908). The updated one or more baseline tables are

applied to a sensed location to generate a corrected location, as discussed above.

[0078] Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example process 1000 for a device implementing

input location correction tables for input panels in accordance with one or more

embodiments. Process 1000 is carried out by a coordinate compensation system, such as



system 104 of Fig. 1, system 208 of Fig. 2, system 300 of Fig. 3, system 500 of Fig. 5, or

system 700 of Fig. 7, and can be implemented in software, firmware, hardware, or

combinations thereof. Process 1000 is shown as a set of acts and is not limited to the order

shown for performing the operations of the various acts. Process 1000 is an example process

for implementing input location correction tables for input panels; additional discussions of

implementing input location correction tables for input panels are included herein with

reference to different figures.

[0079] In process 1000, a sensed location for an input panel is obtained (act 1002). The

sensed location can be obtained in different manners, as discussed above.

[0080] An intermediate panel location is generated by applying a coarse correction table to

the sensed location to compensate for interference introduced to the input panel (act 1004).

Interference can be introduced into the input panel by a variety of different devices, as

discussed above.

[0081] Process 1000 then proceeds based on whether the accuracy of the intermediate

location generated in act 1004 satisfies a threshold coordinate accuracy (act 1006). If the

intermediate location satisfies the threshold coordinate accuracy, then the intermediate

location is used as a corrected location for the sensed location (act 1008), and is output or

otherwise provided as the user input location based on the sensed location.

[0082] However, if the intermediate location does not satisfy the threshold coordinate

accuracy, then a corrected location is generated by applying a fine correction table to the

intermediate location (act 1010). The corrected location is output or otherwise provided as

the user input location based on the sensed location.

[0083] Various actions performed by various modules are discussed herein. A particular

module discussed herein as performing an action includes that particular module itself

performing the action, or alternatively that particular module invoking or otherwise

accessing another component or module that performs the action (or performs the action in

conjunction with that particular module). Thus, a particular module performing an action

includes that particular module itself performing the action and/or another module invoked

or otherwise accessed by that particular module performing the action.

[0084] Fig. 11 illustrates an example system generally at 1100 that includes an example

computing device 1102 that is representative of one or more computing systems and/or

devices that may implement the various techniques described herein. The computing device

1102 may, for example, be configured to assume a mobile configuration through use of a

housing formed and sized to be grasped and carried by one or more hands of a user,



illustrated examples of which include a mobile phone, mobile game and music device, and

tablet computer although other examples are also contemplated.

[0085] The example computing device 1102 as illustrated includes a processing system

1104, one or more computer-readable media 1106, and one or more I/O interfaces 1108 that

are communicatively coupled, one to another. Although not shown, the computing device

1102 may further include a system bus or other data and command transfer system that

couples the various components, one to another. A system bus can include any one or

combination of different bus structures, such as a memory bus or memory controller, a

peripheral bus, a universal serial bus, and/or a processor or local bus that utilizes any of a

variety of bus architectures. A variety of other examples are also contemplated, such as

control and data lines.

[0086] The processing system 1104 is representative of functionality to perform one or more

operations using hardware. Accordingly, the processing system 1104 is illustrated as

including hardware elements 1110 that may be configured as processors, functional blocks,

and so forth. This may include implementation in hardware as an application specific

integrated circuit or other logic device formed using one or more semiconductors. The

hardware elements 1110 are not limited by the materials from which they are formed or the

processing mechanisms employed therein. For example, processors may be comprised of

semiconductor(s) and/or transistors (e.g., electronic integrated circuits (ICs)). In such a

context, processor-executable instructions may be electronically-executable instructions.

[0087] The computer-readable storage media 1106 is illustrated as including

memory/storage 1112. The memory/storage 1112 represents memory/storage capacity

associated with one or more computer-readable media. The memory/storage component

1112 may include volatile media (such as random access memory (RAM)) and/or

nonvolatile media (such as read only memory (ROM), Flash memory, optical disks,

magnetic disks, and so forth). The memory/storage component 1112 may include fixed

media (e.g., RAM, ROM, a fixed hard drive, and so on) as well as removable media (e.g.,

Flash memory, a removable hard drive, an optical disc, and so forth). The computer-readable

media 1106 may be configured in a variety of other ways as further described below.

[0088] Input/output interface(s) 1108 are representative of functionality to allow a user to

enter commands and information to computing device 1102, and also allow information to

be presented to the user and/or other components or devices using various input/output

devices. Examples of input devices include a keyboard, a cursor control device (e.g., a

mouse), a microphone to receive voice or other audible inputs, a scanner, touch functionality



(e.g., capacitive or other sensors that are configured to detect physical touch), a camera (e.g.,

which may employ visible or non-visible wavelengths such as infrared frequencies to

recognize movement as gestures that do not involve touch), and so forth. Examples of output

devices include a display device (e.g., a monitor or projector), speakers, a printer, a network

card, tactile-response device, and so forth. Thus, the computing device 1102 may be

configured in a variety of ways to support user interaction.

[0089] Coordinate compensation system 1114 is representative of a coordinate

compensation system that leverages the various techniques discussed herein to compensate

for interference introduced into an input panel of computing device 1102 by various

different devices attached to computing device 1102 and/or in close proximity to computing

device 1102. Coordinate compensation system 104 can be, for example, a coordinate

compensation system 104 of Fig. 1, a coordinate compensation system 208 of Fig. 2, a

coordinate compensation system 300 of Fig. 3, a coordinate compensation system 500 of

Fig. 5, or a coordinate compensation system 700 of Fig. 7, and so forth.

[0090] Various techniques may be described herein in the general context of software,

hardware elements, or program modules. Generally, such modules include routines,

programs, objects, elements, components, data structures, and so forth that perform

particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. The terms "module,"

"functionality," and "component" as used herein generally represent software, firmware,

hardware, or a combination thereof. The features of the techniques described herein are

platform-independent, meaning that the techniques may be implemented on a variety of

computing platforms having a variety of processors.

[0091] An implementation of the described modules and techniques may be stored on or

transmitted across some form of computer-readable media. The computer-readable media

may include a variety of media that may be accessed by the computing device 1102. By way

of example, and not limitation, computer-readable media may include "computer-readable

storage media" and "computer-readable signal media."

[0092] "Computer-readable storage media" may refer to media and/or devices that enable

persistent and/or storage of information that is tangible in contrast to mere signal

transmission, carrier waves, or signals per se. Thus, computer-readable storage media refers

to non-signal bearing media. The computer-readable storage media includes hardware such

as volatile and non-volatile, removable and non-removable media and/or storage devices

implemented in a method or technology suitable for storage of information such as computer

readable instructions, data structures, program modules, logic elements/circuits, or other



data. Examples of computer-readable storage media may include, but are not limited to,

RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital

versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, hard disks, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape,

magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or other storage device, tangible

media, or article of manufacture suitable to store the desired information and which may be

accessed by a computer.

[0093] "Computer-readable signal media" may refer to a signal-bearing medium that is

configured to transmit instructions to the hardware of the computing device 1102, such as

via a network. Signal media typically may embody computer readable instructions, data

structures, program modules, or other data in a modulated data signal, such as carrier waves,

data signals, or other transport mechanism. Signal media also include any information

delivery media. The term "modulated data signal" means a signal that has one or more of

its characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal.

By way of example, and not limitation, communication media include wired media such as

a wired network or direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acoustic, RF,

infrared, and other wireless media.

[0094] As previously described, hardware elements 1110 and computer-readable media

1106 are representative of modules, programmable device logic and/or fixed device logic

implemented in a hardware form that may be employed in some embodiments to implement

at least some aspects of the techniques described herein, such as to perform one or more

instructions. Hardware may include components of an integrated circuit or on-chip system,

an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA),

a complex programmable logic device (CPLD), and other implementations in silicon or

other hardware. In this context, hardware may operate as a processing device that performs

program tasks defined by instructions and/or logic embodied by the hardware as well as a

hardware utilized to store instructions for execution, e.g., the computer-readable storage

media described previously.

[0095] Combinations of the foregoing may also be employed to implement various

techniques described herein. Accordingly, software, hardware, or executable modules may

be implemented as one or more instructions and/or logic embodied on some form of

computer-readable storage media and/or by one or more hardware elements 1110. The

computing device 1102 may be configured to implement particular instructions and/or

functions corresponding to the software and/or hardware modules. Accordingly,

implementation of a module that is executable by the computing device 1102 as software



may be achieved at least partially in hardware, e.g., through use of computer-readable

storage media and/or hardware elements 1110 of the processing system 1104. The

instructions and/or functions may be executable/operable by one or more articles of

manufacture (for example, one or more computing devices 1102 and/or processing systems

1104) to implement techniques, modules, and examples described herein.

[0096] Furthermore, although illustrated as a single computing device, computing device

1102 can be coupled to one or more additional computing devices via the Internet or other

data communication network. These additional computing devices can be, for example, a

cloud of one or more server computers. Various aspects of the coordinate compensation

system 1114 and/or other modules of computing device 1102 can be provided by and/or

processing performed on one or more servers or other computing devices that are remote

from computing device 1102.

[0097] Although the subject matter has been described in language specific to structural

features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter defined in

the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific features or acts described

above. Rather, the specific features and acts described above are disclosed as example forms

of implementing the claims.



CLAIMS

1. A system comprising:

a coarse correction table storing mappings of sensed locations of an input panel to

intermediate corrected locations that compensate for interference introduced into the input

panel;

a partial fine correction table storing mappings of particular intermediate corrected

locations to corrected locations, the particular intermediate corrected locations comprising

a subset of the intermediate corrected locations having an accuracy that fails to satisfy a

threshold coordinate accuracy; and

a compensation control module configured to apply to a sensed location of the input

panel the mappings of the coarse correction table and the mappings of the partial fine

correction table to generate a corrected location that compensates for interference

introduced into the input panel.

2 . A system as recited in claim 1, the coarse correction table and/or partial fine

correction table being a combination of a baseline table and a regional correction table

corresponding to a current environment of the input panel.

3 . A system as recited in claim 1, the partial fine correction table excluding mappings

for intermediate corrected locations that satisfy the threshold coordinate accuracy.

4 . A system as recited in claim 1, the compensation control module being configured

to apply the mappings of the coarse correction table to the sensed location to generate an

intermediate location, and to apply the mappings of the partial fine correction table to the

intermediate location in response to a mapping for the intermediate location being included

in the partial fine correction table to generate the corrected location.

5 . A system as recited in claim 4, the compensation control module being further

configured to use the intermediate location as the corrected location in response to no

mapping for the intermediate location being included in the partial fine correction table.



6 . A method comprising:

identifying a current environment of an input panel;

obtaining a regional correction table corresponding to the current environment of the

input panel, the regional correction table identifying changes to make to one or more

baseline tables that store mappings to generate, based on a sensed location of the input panel,

a corrected location that compensates for interference introduced into the input panel; and

updating the one or more baseline tables in accordance with the changes identified

in the regional correction table.

7 . A method as recited in claim 6, the baseline tables including a coarse correction table

that includes mappings that correct for a particular type of interference, and a fine correction

table that corrects for coordinate shift introduced by the particular type of interference, the

fine correction table comprising a partial fine correction table that stores mappings of

intermediate locations mapped to by the coarse correction table having an accuracy that fails

to satisfy a threshold coordinate accuracy.

8. A method as recited in claim 6, the one or more baseline tables storing mappings to

generate corrected locations that compensate for interference introduced into the input panel

in an environment in which no additional devices are attached to a computing device

including the input panel and no additional devices are within a threshold distance of the

input panel.

9 . A method as recited in claim 8, the current environment comprising the computing

device and a keyboard magnetically attached to the computing device.

10. A method as recited in claim 6, retrieving the regional correction table from a

memory separate from a correction table memory in which the one or more baseline tables

are stored, and the updating comprising updating the one or more baseline tables in the

correction table memory.
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